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traditional theory being mentioned in a note), but also touches upon problems involving relative chronology and complementary distribution. On the other hand, Schenker discusses at
length - and also with great clarity - the Proto-Slavic palatalizations of velars, especially the
different views on their relative age (pp. 83-84, 89-92). However, two omissions should be
pointed out here. First, no attention is paid to the fact that the second regressive palatalization
did not reach the North Russian dialect area, thus yielding such atypical forms as kele and xerb
in medieval birchbark documents from Novgorod (for regular celo and serb) or kep and kedit'
(for regular cep and cedit') in contemporary northwestern Russian dialects. Second, no mention is made of the widely held view according to which there is no reason to separate the
progressive palatalization chronologically from the second regressive palatalization. 3
Unfortunately, other important linguistic evidence primarily culled from the growing corpus of North Russian birchbark documents is also not taken into account in the morphological
section of chapter 2. Thus, in the treatment of the Late Proto-Slavic substantival endings (pp.
123-126) the North Russian nominative singular ending -e of both the nominal and pronominal masculine o-stems (contrasting with -1> elsewhere in Slavic) is left out. 4 Speaking of new
linguistic material, it should be noted that the original nominative singular form kry (genitive
krove), labeled on p. 122 as "OESL" (Old East Slavic),5 has now also been identified in the
recently discovered late Old Church Slavonic Psalter of Dimitri.
Although Schenker in most cases keeps close to the mainstream of the discipline of descriptive historical linguistics, his classification of the Slavic verb is rather unusual (pp. 130133). In my opinion, the introductory nature of the book would have required a more representative approach, as for instance the classical one by A. Leskien. 6 Schenker first distinguishes between athematic and thematic verbs (Leskien's class V versus classes I-IV). The
thematic verbs are then sorted into two large groups: the so-called root verbs (Leskien's class
I) and the verbs with a verb-forming suffix (classes II, HI and IV). The first group consists of
three subclasses (of the types greti, mreti and biti), the second of six (types manqti =class II;
kapati, celovati and delati/beleti =class HI; buditi and goreti =class IV).
In the third and last chapter ("Early Writing") Schenker first deals with the genealogy and
structure of the Glagolitic and Cyrillic alphabets. He then discusses the evidence of and the
various theories on the beginnings of Slavic writing. A brief overview of some important
paleographic and codicological aspects of early Slavic writing practice (e.g., ligatures, abbreviations, numerals, punctuation, parchment, palimpsests) is followed by a survey of the formation and periodization of Old Church Slavonic and the subsequent local recensions of
Church Slavonic, including their most striking phonological features. After some preliminary
remarks on translations versus original works, authors and authorship of medieval Slavic
writings, and textual criticism, the remaining portion of chapter 3 is devoted to the contents of
3Cf. A. Meillet, Le slave commun, Paris 19342 , pp. 88-93; A. Vaillant, Grammaire comparee des langues
slaves. 1: Phonetique, Lyon 1950, pp. 53-55.
40n Old Russian birchbark documents, see now A. A. Zaliznjak's monumental Drevnenovgorodskij
dialekt, Moscow 1995. By the way, it is a pity that in appendix D (pp. 298-299; cf. also p. 235)
!)chenker has chosen no. 109 as a sample of writing on birch bark in medieval Novgorod, since "rpaMoTa
Nl1 109 ue HMeeT HHKaKHX o~H03Ha'!HhiX npH3HaKoB ~peBueuoBropo~cKoro ~HaJieKTa; 6o.nee Toro,
ueKOTOpbie ee '!epThi ... OTJIH'IaiOT ee OT ocuoBuoil Maccbi uoBropo~CKHX 6epecTSIHbiX rpaMoT XIXII BB. Bo3Moxuo, ee aBTop ::>KH3HOMHp 6bu po~oM H3 IOro-3ana~uoil PycH" (Zaliznjak, p. 237).
5As far as I know, the original nominative singular u-stem form is otherwise attested only in Old Polish
(kry), Slovene (krf) and in the Cakavian dialect area; cf. M. Vasmer [Fasmer], Etimologiceskij slovar'
russkogo jazyka II, Moscow 19862, p. 379; P. Skok, Etimologijski rjeenik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika
II, Zagreb 1972, pp. 216-217.
60n Leskien's classification, see recently N. S. Smith, "Three Old Church Slavic verb classifications
based on the present stem from Schleicher, Leskien and Jagic", Anzeiger fiir slavische Philologie 22/2
( = Fs. R. Aitzetmiiller 2), 1994, pp. 37-51.
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Despite the incorrect or outdated pieces of information of which some have been kentioned here, The Dawn of Slavic is a unique book. The various historical, linguistic and tex- ,
tological themes are summarized and woven together in a systematic and coherent way. It
takes into account a wide range of data and offers a clear and broad picture of the first stage in
the development of the Slavic languages. Yale University Press is to be congratulated on
publishing a beautiful volume in its Language Series. The Dawn of Slavic is certainly bound
to become a classic, as advertised on the back flap of the book. Hopefully, some of its flaws
will be set straight in a subsequent edition.2°
Jos Schaeken

University of Groningen

ZDm a new edition the publisher might also want to correct the name of the present journal on
flap of the book ("International Journal of Slavic Linguistics and Politics").
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